MAKE A
VALENTINE’S GIFT HUGGER

YOU WILL NEED

- THIN CARD
- SCISSORS
- GLUE
- DOUBLE SIDED TAPE
- COTTON WOOL
- SMALL TREATS FOR YOUR CHARACTERS TO HOLD!

STEP 1
Choose your character from the templates on sheet 2, then print and glue them onto the thin card. Cut out your design – be careful with sharp scissors and ask an adult if you need help!

STEP 2
Fold the arms over and glue together so that they are black on either side.

STEP 3
Using a small piece of double sided tape, stick your treat in place, then wrap the arms around and secure with another piece of tape.

STEP 4
How about writing a message on the back for your chosen Valentine?

STEP 5
If you don’t want to use chocolates, you could make a card for your flock member to hold! Cut out the heart on the top of this page and write a message on the back!
SHIRLEY